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Beware, Oh Bachelors

Thata and
Thisa

Year Is At Hand
Slim Short
Leap year comes but once every
With Sue Hobbs
four 'years. I don't know why they
had to pick the year with the most
Elwyn Richard (PeeWee) Clark
days to declare open season on is home visiting his folks Mr. and
males, but that is the way con Mrs. O. V. Clark. PeeWee brought
gress does things. Of course no his new bride, the form or Jaunlta
woman every really waits until Horine of Las Cruces. They were
December 19 at Las
leap year to bag a man, if the op- married
portunity presents itself. A wo. Cruces.
man Is never a clean sportsman
Maxine Lehew is visiting in Reand poaching comes as natural to
her as powdering her nose. She serve over the holdays. Maxine Is
will use every wile known to the studying at State Teachers College
specie to gain heir end, and once in Silver City.
accomplished, he blames it all
Mrs Chapin Wiley is back in Re.
on the poor
unsuspecting male.
In fact, a man is led to believe serve from her trip to California.
Mr. and Mrs. Linden Penrod
that he is an aggressor and hunter
while the woman lies in wait with and Billy Snyder are visitlnb in
her traps and snares, until the New York over the holidays.
dope walks iright in. Before he
Mr. and Mrs. Ommer Ray and
knows what's happened, the preaare holidaying In Fort
cher has said 'till death do ye family
Smith, Arkansas.
part'. After the lynching, I mean
Mrs. Benton Rogers
has her
Marriage, if you ask the sucker
how he likes manned life, he'll daughter home for Christmas vasay, 'Oh Swell' but it you take a cation.
good look at his face, you'll notice
Miss Rosemary Romero is up
he looks like tie wishes he was
dead. Ithlnk the silliest looking from Hot Springs visiting her
animal in eystence is abridegroom folks, the A. V. Romeros. Roseon his honeymoon.' He trys to look mary gets prettier evaty time I
like an old married Joe, and only see her.
succeeds in looking like a kid
Mrs. Bess Wilson was taken
caught with his fist in the cookie
ill and had to take to bed. Mrs.
on
The
the
other hand, Tom
jar.
bride,
Smythe is taking care of the
been
wised up by Mama,
having
store while Bess Is away.
variety
has the situation
well in hand.
She blushes
whe. called It is about time for the grader
coyly
Mrs. Doakes, and gives the lm.
to come to Reserve. The streets
pression of wide-eyeinnocense, are getting so rough, when a car
and all the while she is thinkng,
is down In. a rut, you can't see
"when is the droopy stupe I mair.
what is coming.
rled gonna smarten up and get
down to business?"
Jack Anderson of Amarillo, Tex.
I don't know how the new look as came after his mother, who has
is gonna effect the marriage rac been visiting her father, Ed Hudket but I guess it won't help much son the past week. Uncle Ed is
Grandma did all right, and every much improved after his long
body knows merchandise will sell seige of illness.
if put up in attractive packages,
and no one can deny the gals of
Jack and and Zetha Fritz are
are very attractive pack spending the Christmas holidays
Ijoday
with Mrs. Firltz' mother in Arrey,
ages.
They tell us that old King Sol. New Mexico.
oman was a very wise man. Well,
Lois Harvey and dauphter, San.
in my opinion, any guy that gets
caught by 300 different women, dra are visiting her parents, the
and has to marry every one of Dude McCartys over the holidays.
them is a suitable candidate for
Chaddlck
Mr. and Mrs.
tho booby hatch.
Roy
Lincoln freed the slaves, but have gone to Texas for the holl.
no one has ever done anything for days.
a married man (of course anyone
Mrs. Enid D. McCarlsh is help,
married to Mary Todd would nat- out in the Post Office while
urally have a great deal of feel ing
Mrs. Graham is away.
trodden
the
down'
for
other
ing
people). For the privilege of being
Mr. and Mrs. 'Duch', Tinncy and
married, a man must let his wife
Jeanrde are spending
daughter,
spend all his money, regulate his
the Christmas week in Santa Fe.
hours, tell him how much to drink
and what and when, tell him what
to wear, run down his friends, DON'T DOPE BATTERIES
Don't be a suckar and put "dope
and boss his office help. He must
look into a batterv to reluvlnate it. The
o: be nice to his
the other way when the wind is season is about here for some one
new wonder
blowing, get up and get her break. to come out with a
a compound
fast before going to the office, yorking compound,
never talk agains HER friends, which may apparentlp give new
but does not
change the baby at night, help life to an olt battery,
with the
housework, and never last ant does hasten the break
talk back. If he should fail in any down of the old, or new battery.
of these unwritten (rules, she will
out of him or
either knock h
start to bawl and tell how she has
of her life
any reason why all differences devoted the best years
cannot be forgotten, all rifts pat- - to him and this is all the appreched up, and good cheer spread ciation she gets. Of course she
falls to say that Is all she has
around the entire world.?
I leave you on this fine Christin
It all sums up to what ole P. T.
mas Day with this thought
used to say; there's one
Barnum
mind:
Let's seek forgiveness for our born every minute and two to take
was
tranzressions even as we forgive him. And since polygamy
to
those who transgress against us. outlawed, its a mad scramble
him. So beware, boys
it:
see
who
gets
little
put
naive
as
girl
the
Or,
366 days this year and the
"Forgive us our Christmasses as there's
one of
we forgive those who Christmas gals will be active every
them.
against us."
Leap

Around Reserve

By Pauline Clark
Heard a good one on Elmo
Thompsan the other day. It seems
there was a very attractive young
lady In town selling books, and
when she met Elmo (who is quite
a bit under ninety) she asked him
how old he was, to which Elmm
asked "how old do you think I am?
the lady answered, "Oh, you can't
be more than twenty-five.- "
Elmo
bought a set of books for $69.95
and still don't know what the
durn things are about . . ... Out of
the mouths of babes.

NEW HOPE BEST WISHES

Two buzzards were soaring lazily over the desert the other day
when a P80 shooting star roaired
by shooting smoke and flame

New Mexico

from its exhaust. As it zoomed
out of sight, one buzzard turned
to the other and said, "that bird
shore was in a hurry."
Dr. O. Ward Fenley
"You'd be In a hurry too," an.
Christmas 1947 . . . Anniver
swered the other, 'iffn yore tail
sary of the birth of the greatest
was on fahr."
man to walk this earth . . . Chris

Newsletter

a
for
Politicians definition of a good
. . a day for rejoicing that God
citizen: One who' Isn't too darned
so loved the world
a day set
inquisitive.
aside to give and receive gifts
a time for self Inspection, for
Now in the old days in the west
self appraisal, an hour meant to
h.raise
tuh
wanted
-l
when a guy
make men better and the world
he just went out and jumped some- happier.
body elses claim.
Christmas . . . 1947. It is hard
to gaze upon the beautiful happy
We shore are getting lots of re
face of a tiny American
quests for copies of the News upturned
"Silent Night-Sile- nt
tot,
singing
.
.
fiTom all over the country
is calm, all is light"..
all
night,
must be a durn good newspaper.
and realize that elsewhere over
I'll have to start readln' the blamthis old world there is suffering,
ed thing myself.
agony, pain, want.
Christmas . . . 1947. Mone- yswell
win
a
was
sure
That
ding
American
money
flowing freely
we pitched at the high school the
over the counters with Christmas
night of the eighteenth, best part
almost gone weeks before
was, nobody got up on his high toys
. money to spend,
Christmas .
horse and started a fight.
to buy things, to waste . . money
burn. And yet how little
Got some news from the White almost to
money within itself can
happiness
Water Lodge the other day. That
shore is beautiful stationery you-a- bring.
Christmas ,. . . 1947. Two days
got down there, Mrs. Ford.
from as distant
ago, visitors
and Brazil
Denmark
as
places
this
The
opinions expressed
the University of New Mexico
week by Slim Short are not necI have been wonaer.
campus
essarily those of the Editor.
...if lust how our America stoou
with them, just what our score
was in the minds of these two
CHURCH NOTICES
brought up to think in such a
world.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Christmas . . .1947 What a par- Life Magazine
Regular preaching services at adox we must be!
the Community Churches in Re. ran an editorial last week based
Apacb or. the Holy Writ, scripturally
Quemado and
serve,
Creek to be conducted by William sound, beautifully wordqrt, spiritA few pages fur
Lytle each Sunday, are as follows: ually conceived.
on in the same issue, an FBI
ther
Quemado:
1st Sunday of each month at aeent had five men lined up facing
the wall with a tommy gun men.
7:30 p.m.
were fleece
2nd Sunday of each month at acing them as they
of their weapons!
7:30 p.m.
Christmas . . . 1947. Is peace on
3rd Sunday of each month at
such a difficult formula?
earth
7:30 p.m.
Must there always be wars? Must
Apache Creek:
on their guard?
1st Sunday of each month at nations always be
Maybe
I must be
2:00 p.m.
but the first
were,
parents
mmy
at
month
each
of
2nd Sunday
things I can recall in early youth
2 p.m.
is our humble farm home were
Reserve:
of laughter, the jokes,
1st Sunday of each month at the peals
the pleasantries at meals. We
11:00 a.m.
each other's company. Of
3rd Sunday of each month at
course we had our spats, but the
11 a.m.
overall picture was so overwhelm.
4th Sunday of each month at
tngly happy. A silly little jingle
11 a.m.
used
rings In my ears as mother
attend.
to
Invited
Everyone
L. D. 8. SERVICES
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
C Laney, Bishop
Leslie
CHURCH IN RESERVE
HELD IN LUNA CHAPEL
B.
pastor
Romero,
Pablo
each Sunday. Sunday School at
Sabbath School 9:30 to 11:00 am 10:00 a.m. Church service at 2:00
noon
12
to
am
Preaching 11:00 of month
Vo- p.m. except first Sunday
Young Peoples Missionary
are held jointly at
services
when
lunteers 2:00 to 4:30 p.m.
10 a.m.
Everybody welcome.
tmas

time

sober

reflection
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.
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vis-ite- d
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diff-ere- n

simple-minde-

to lecture us kids on our little differences:
Whatever comes upon this earth
There should be peace at home
Where brothers dwell and sisters meet.
Quarrels should never come!
Christmas . . . 1947. And If families net along aren't families Dart
of cities, and cities part of coun
ties, and counties In states, and
staes in naions, and nations just
Darts of the whole world? And did
you ever realize how hard it is to
dislike a guy who likes you? Well,
there's your peace plan. It's as
simple as that!
Christmas . . . 1947. Far from
beiner a time to mob Santa Claus,
far from murders with which our
press is filled, why can't we all for
one erand dav turn asl.a and real
ize again the thrill we had when
we first read: "Tea, Virginia,
there Is a Santa Claus." Life is
what we make it. Monsieur Coue
was not too far wrong when he
amused the entre world with his
"Day by day in every way, I'm
getting better and better."
1947. I have
Christmas
heard of people kidding themsel-ve- s
into happiness. I loved that
storv about the little boy and lit.
tie girl who, dressed In their par.
ents' old clothes went calling on a
neighbor in papa and mama style.
The lady next door received them
in all good taste and carried out
to perfection. She
the horse-plawent to the kitchen to prepare re- freshments for her distinguished
guests. Pretty soon the little girl
holding up her dress hobbled into
the kitchen and said she was sorry but that she felt they had better
to. "But whv." asked the hostess,
"I'll soon have your. drink ready."
"Well, vou see." said the little girl
"my husband has had an accident.
He needs some dry pants.
Clhristmas . . . 1947. Maybe all
we need is a bit of faith, a lively
a happy .outlook.
imagination,
Why not on this Christmas day
trade that doubt for a hope, mat
sneer for a smile, that snarl for a
quip? I like the little boy's Ingen
uity who sought some way to
his parents that he wanted
a watch for Christmas. He had
mentioned it so much that he was
forbidden Ho say the word again.
break-fas- t
When his tifne came at the
table to read the scripture, he
carefully read a well chosen passage. "What I say unto you, i say
WATCH."
unto all
Christmas . . . 1947. Taking one
last crack at deer hunting, we
wanted to say that that sport
wouldn't be half so dangerous If
so many hunters didn't take their
shots from the hip! Neither would
Christmas be so dangerous if folks
did not tug so much at the proverbial bottle - especially while
behind the wheen of a car.
Christmas . . .1947. So is there
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THE CATRON COUNT

NEWS

WOMAN'S WORLD

Festive Home Enlivens Holidays
YOU think the house is looking
just a bit too weary to welcome
the holidays,
then do something
(bout it, nowl Yes, there's still time
to whip together a slipcover or two
or to freshen up the drapes in the
living and dining room and add
cheer and gayety to kitchen chairs.'
Even if none of these things is on
your agenda, you'll certainly want
to do something special about
But just
Christmas decorations.
what and where should you start?
Your first consideration is, of
course, the living room, because
that will be the room where nearly
everyone will spend his time. Better
plan to have one corner clear for the
tree. This may mean storing some
furniture temporarily, and it's best
to get it out of the way before all
available corners are bulging with
presents.
Or, it may be that you can rearrange the room to take care of a
tree. You'll have to know just how
much space is available for the tree
before you ruy it, so this should be
done in advance.
To avoid fire hazards, it's a good
idea to allow for plenty of space
around the tree area. In homes with
youngsters don't have the tree in a
path of traffic, as it most cortninly

IF

will be knocked down.

How to Rejuvenate
Slipcovers and Drapes

Perhaps you already have slipcovers for your furniture, and
drapes, too, but they look weary and
faded. Perhaps, too, you can add
new life to them with a
ing job.
Prints, stripes, solids
can all be dyed into
colors, but it would be

simple dye-

and florals

new, fresh
wise to use
dye if you do not

an

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
BUSINESS & INVEST. OPPOK.
AMUSEMENT park for Bale on Gulf o(
Mexico. Completely
Ballroom,
equipped.
roller coaster, rides, cafe, tile swimming
pool, etc. Excel, climate. Average gross
over $10,000 mo. $75,000 to handle. Terms.
Worth $250,000. Consider trade. Marcus
Renters, 3106 Sherwood, Wichita Falls, Tex.

MISCELLANEOUS

I

Eucalplne lnoense 2Se. Colored
sure the two colors go well together
picture plaques in metal frames 3 for $1.00.
Religious Mottoes In metal frame 3 tor
and that they match something in
$1. Subject Indexed Reference Bibles S3.M.
the room.
P.O. Box 56
PINEFIBES,
Littleton
Colsrad
agination and a few hours of work.
Or, select one of the new florals
Another good decorating trick is and use this for seat and back. FinWANTED TO BUI
new ish with a
Country General Gro., mkt. Service sta.
to combine an old fabric with
matching solid color for Gross $120,000 yrly. Infor. write owner, L,
POST MAKES!
one, and this, too, is easy because arms and base.
R. Golther. K. 6. Bi. 131, Vancouver, Wash.
IDAHO RED CEDAR
wants sale, carload lots, low prices. Write
you don't have to start from scratch
The same motif may be used for
HUGH CHISHOLM, Bonners Ferry, Idaho.
FARM MACHINERY & EQUIP.
on your sewing.
drapes. You may pipe the drapes of
For an old upholstered chair, floral with the
1,1.18 ACRES good grass ranch Improved,
solid, or make them on
highway 38. 100 cultivated, 20 alfalfa.
team up a patterned fabric with a all
with a cornice of Owner
R. Ebendorf, Woodrow, Colorado. A Safe, Sound Investment
solid color. Begin with the print, the floral
print.
CLETRAC TRACTOR, model 1947 BGS.
Buy U. S. Savings Bonds!
Freshen the studio couch in the used 135 hours farming. Sell for $200.00
under list. EMMETT PRATT. Colby, Kan.
spare bedroom, too, by combining
plain and patterned fabrics, or use
FARMS AND RANCHES
two colors of the same fabric. Use
1.000 ACRES with complete set of support-tin- g
a slipcover with a deeply ruffled
buildings. Beautiful home. Excellent
flounce and make the pillows ruf- water rights. Lots of extras. 30 minutes
from Denver. Sound investment. $90,000.
fled, too.
Appointment
only.
I
C. E. PEINZE
Morrison, Colo.
Decorating Tricks
For Christmas
LIVESTOCK
HELP YOl'R horses and mules keep in top
Doors take on a gay note if you
condition. Stimulate lagging appetites with
use a large cellophane bell. Deco
Dr. LeGear's Stock Powder in their feed.
The best stock tonic money can buy. Satrate it with a large bow of white or
isfaction guaranteed.
green satin ribbon tied with sprigs
Relieve Distress
HELP INCREASE MILK PRODUCTION
of holly, red and gold ornamental
of skimpy milkers by stimulating
sluggish
As He Sleeps!
balls. Top it off with a bunch of appetites with Dr. LeGear's Cow Prescription in their feed. A cow tonic guaranteed
greens.
to
bedtime
rub
satisfaction.
give
warming,
with slipcovers and drapes.
At
For a simple mantelpiece, use tall
soothing Vlcks VapoRub
MISCELLANEOUS
on throat, chest and back.
using it for the outside of the chair tapers flanked with holly wreaths,
and for the skirt, and pickup one of Low, votive lights in red, blue or
HUNTERSI
special relief-bringin- g
VapoRub's
the colors predominant in your crystal cups are set on the mantel Frontier Leather Co., Sherwood, Oreron,
action starts to
tan your deer and elk hides.
will
which is covered with holly leaves.
room.
Write for Information.
work instantly to soothe
Another
ease coughing,
mantelpiece may be Frontier Leather Co., Sherwood, Oregon
Vary tailored slipcovers, dyed a
irritation,
Mofl orTEETH repaired
relieve muscular soreness
deep, rich shade with a flounce of made of twigs dipped in white'paint FALSE
EXL
c.o.d.
REPAIR
returned
LAB.,
ders
and sprinkled with glitter. Use a P.O. Box 2325,
cotton fringe.
and tightness. And then-e-ven
Denver, Colorado.
mirror or shiny cookie sheet as a
while child sleeps
FOR
SALE
to
do for
What
base and place twigs in needlepoint Juke Boxes for home or tavern. Very
keeps right on
VapoRub
holders. Cluster red berries, conei reasonable. Write AMERICAN MUSIC
Occasional Chairs
to bring relief.
working
COMPANY, 2101 Stuart St., Denver, Colo.
Straight-backe- d
chairs are easy to and evergreen tips to cover and finRemember, It's the best-knoThe Philippine "Ballsong"
make colorful. You might button the ish off with two or three reindeer.
home remedy you can
Knife now available. Opens "Quick
Folding
A clever
decoration as a Flash," Hand made by "the knife
back and seat into a colorful but
use to relieve .
man of the Pacific." 5 inch blade, $5.
be
an
from
made
decomay
tailored slipcover, using large
inexpensive
$2, in Gift box preblade $3.75.
distress of
Mall money order today while stock
rative buttons in a contrasting red dustpan. Pierce a hole in the paid.
colds. Try it!
VapoRub
is complete. Agents also wanted.
so
back
can
to
that
be
it
attached
shade.
ASSOCIATES
HARRY ALEXANDER
1128
Colo.
Box
Grand
Junction,
the
Tie
wall.
a
on
bow
huge green
For a formal dining room, use
simple tailored seat covers and box the handle, and fill with pine cones
and
Hill I"
evergreen.
them with "brush fringe.
l
If you are planning to have
Dinette chairs are easily enllv
tree
small
hall, decorate it
ened with slipcovering backs and
seats with shiny chintz, finished with with artificial red flowers such as
or
bright flowers from
chintz pleating you can buy by the carnations,
last summer's hat. Youngsters enyard.
Kitchen chairs may be given a joy these trees if they are decorated
new coat of white enamel paint; with miniature toys such as airslip cover the seat In a brilliant planes, cars and trucks.
shade; decorate the back with gay
decals if you wish.
New Winter Wear Costly,
ORDER

3il

llifie 0(19

cstehes
'

t4ta
lICKo
V
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lthe

freshen your
know whether
fabric in your
Then, if you

home for holidays

. ,

.

there is any synthetic
original material.
want to freshen them
a little bit more, you might add
some colorful, contrasting piping to
them. The dyeing plus a bit of trimming will give your home the "new
look" with some effort, a bit of im- -

But Quality Goods 'Pay Off
Crisp, New Slipcovers
A winter wardrobe invariably if
the
Sofa
Uplift
Your living room will take on an more expensive to assemble than a
enchantingly new appearance if you spring, fall or summer one, because
wool fabrics and fabrics that will
t.
add color notes to the sofa or
In both cases, use two colors stand up under daily wear are imor fabrics, which may be two solid perative. A well tailored suit concolors that go well together or a sists of fine fabrics plus expert workmanship plus a certain high fasWion
print and a solid.
eye appeal to pass the precision
fabYou may use a
ric for the backs, seats and arms tests of a budgeted shopper.
Day time dresses are demanded,
and then make a flounce ruffled or
of another solid. Make with a simplicity that denotes mastailored
ter craftsmanship and design, and
all the little details that also mark
the more costly dresses. The new
ideas in swathed drapery. In the new
extra width of skirt, the new
sleeves, and the flattering new neck
If you like color in your dresses, lines are prized fashion details.
try some of that 50ft lavender
worked with pale blush pink. Multicolored sequins on the pink look stunBe Smart!

J;..,;,.

I

love-sea-

d

HOUSEHOLD NOTES
which account for
of all shoe production, derive their strength and
sturdy appearance from the fact
that cattlehide leather is used for
insole, welt and outsole. Toplifts for
women's shoes are made of the
same type of leather as the soles of
loggers' boots, consisting of tanned
cattlehide specially treated to insure
Welt

about

shoes,

one-thir-

maximum durability.

Cooking liquid is recommended
for packing most vegetables because
it may contain minerals and vitamins dissolved out of the food. Boiling water is recommended when
cooking liquid is dark, gritty or
strong-flavoreand it may be used
if you haven't enough cooking liquid.
is the same
Processing time
whether hot cooking liquid or boiling
water is used for packing.

ning.

...

e

If you wear your hair piled high
on top of the head, gather it all to- gether with a sort of Jeweled brace- let.

It's

not impossible to choose a fur
a model that will have a
long fashion life yet be smartly new.
A
coat is conservative with
a back flare and balloon sleeves that
taper into cuffs. If you select one in
the magnificent iridescent bronze finish of Persian lamb, it will be
very, very new indeed.

and more people are learning that Seaco
is the best refrigerator buy of the year. More
people examined Seaco Refrigerators in 1947
than ever before. More people bought Seaco
Refrigerators in 1947 than ever before. Why?
feaBecause Seaco gives more
turesmore overall satisfaction more real
benefit. Yes, Seaco gives MORE to be "by far
the best for '47."
More

down-to-eart-

coat in

The healthful properties of leather
soles is the work of nature, since
There's plenty of style in today's they result from treatment of the
walkers for women who like to step hides of cattle with vegetable extracts derived from trees and other
along in smartness and comfort. Extension soles and walled toes are plants.
much in the fashion limelight, and so
New process has been discovered
are trims of both calfskin and
suede. High, gaiter-typ- e
pumps with for making cotton cloth wrinkle
'
elastic Insets have been revived.

A LEADER IN THE YEARS TO COME!

h

And Seaco will continue to be a leader in the

years to come.
The fashion trend toward beautiful

ornamentation

with bead!

or sequins or both Is growing
stronger. Today's richer fabrics
and the sculptured lines of the bodice are the most magnificent foil
for It equally effective In formal
or Informal costumes.

Top refrigeration engineers
design Seaco. 55 years of refrigeration experience are behind each one of their improvements which go to make Seaco a leader.
-
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Reserve, New Mexico
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Glenwood .Mrs. Ed Shellhorn and
Mrs. Julia Covey
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Mice Cause Destruction, Too
Those mice you see around your
home, near grain elevators, and
around the farm do a lot of dam.
age despite their size. Besides
destroying grain, they contaminate food, chew holes ' in feed
sacks, and are carriers of such
diseases as infectious jaundice and
perhaps endemic typhus.. To con
trol mice in your house, use traps
Poison will kill them, but doesn't
work fast enough to kill the mice
before they get back into the
walls. In barns and grainariea
a few kernels of poisoned wheat
or oats in runways and holes will
do the job. Strychnine is a good
poison to use in ridding your farm
of those costly pests.

Open

7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

MACKIE'S CAFE
Steaks

. Dinners

Good Coffee

By Uncle Bills Bar

Reserve

Start Planting Seed Treament
Right now is a good time to
start making plaans for treating
you crop seeds before they are
planted next spring. Cost of treat
ment is low and puts more money
in your pocket. Treating destroys
seedborn diseases which otherwise would reduce the yield and
quality o fcrpps. It also helps con
tsol weeds by making
possible
stands of vigorous crop
good
Seed treating in many
plants.
cases increases the market value
of your crops, by rasing both the
quality and quantity of produc-

tion.

Machinery Lasts Longer on
Contour Farms
You can save a lot of money in
machinory repair bills and fuel
expense if you plow and plant on
the contour. That's the report of
engineers who have spent four
years comparing the use of time,
labor and foel used by machines
running on the contour and those
folllowing the old
hill pattern. They found that con
touriny boosted grain yields up to
17 per cent and
cut production
costs about 36 cents an acre. In
the Kansas Wheatland it was dis
covered that running tractors on
the contour used 20 per cent less
fuel and saved 10 per cent in time.
And that's not even counting fews
for repairs
and the
er
lessoning of wear on your mach.
lay-off-

inery.
Horse

Collars
It's important that a horse's col.
lar should fit properly. The collar
should be snug, but not too tight,
or too loose at the top, where it
rests on the neck. There should
be a space on the sides to run the
finyars clear to collar cap at top
of collar, but no more. Collars that
are too narrow at top, or on which
hames are bucked too closely together at top, will pinch the neck
and chafe it, causing so,res on the
sides near the top. If collar is too
wide, it will work back and forth,
sideways,
chafing top dt neck,
causing a sore to start there.
Another frequent cause of sore
necks is too much weight on the
e
neck yoke, as when a'mowing
or other implement has too

SCHADEL'S

When Shopping In SILVER
Eat at the

BAKERY

CLUB CAFE

Wholesale and Retail

Texas St.
Silver City, New Mexico
209

Silver City,
New Mexico
Wedding Cakes and Fancy
Cakes Our Specialty
Fresh Bread BAKED In
Silver City
Mall

112

HARVEY'S ICE

CREAM

Cold Drinks - Candy
Cigarettes
Harvey Armstrong, Prop
On Highway 60
Pie Town
.-

Orders Filled

N. Billiard

Phone

130

Did You Forget Vets
Serving Life Terms?

By ELGAR BROWN
Noted INS War Correspondent
Early In the last war I rode fromthe Atlantic seaboard to the Mid twisted Into a wry smile. "They'll
west on a train bringing wounded make a guy like me comfortable as
GIs from Europe to hospitals near long as they can; they want me to
be happy, too.
their homes.
That was a tralnload of misery.
"But after awhile the war ends
That was the Heartbreak Special. and years pass and they go away
It wasn't all stark tragedy. Some and live their own lives. That's just
boys were quite happy, knowing human nature. But I can't go away
they'd soon be well. Some were and live at all, really. I'm not going
buoyed by stubborn hope. But some anywhere, ever. And after all, I'm
were filled with bitter cynicism. human too."
These last were the
I'm as humanly forgetful and
forever-morThey were "jail-bound- "
d
as the next guy but I
They wouldn't get well and shall never
those words. I
they knew It. They wanted to die, think donatingforget
to the
many of them, but they couldn't. Veterans Foundation isHospitalized
a fine way
And cynicism set in.
to help me remember. Don't you?
In a naval hospital on Guam,
.,
where a hundred medical miracles r
MR. SAMMY KAYE
happened each day, I sensed the
607 Fifth Avenue
same awful fear that had gripped
New York City.
on the hospital
the

train.
It was the fear of loneliness, the
dread of being forgotten. This is
what they talked about, the doomed
ones, if they would talk at all,
"I know how it'll be," I was told
by a New Jersey paraplegic who
would never get off his back. "I
can look up at the ceiling and see
the whole dreary expanse of my
life ahead.
"Folks mean well and they are
grateful and they want us to be
happy," he murmured, his thin lips
light a driver to balance the
weight of the tongue". The solution
is fasten a weight, a stone or concrete block, under the seat, so the
combined weight of the driver and
added object will balance the
weight of the tongue.
Winter Is Tough on Batteries
Battery trouble is apt to devel
op at any season of the year, but
it is more prevalent during the
winter season because of the heavier duty required of vatteries during

that

time.

Each battery is made for a par.
ticular kind of duty and the length of life and kind of service it
gives depends on the type and the
kind of use it actually deceives.
Here are a few "don'ts" which will'
prolong the lfe of your battery:
Don't allow a battery to be neg
lected and stand idle until it becomes sulphated. It does not take
long for the plates to become permanently hard.
Don't chcarge a battery at high
rates for long periods. A safe rate
is
of the battrele's rated
capacity. This would be eight amperes for an eighty ampere-hou- r
battery.
Don't boost a battery too hard.
Booster charges are all right if
used according to the instructions
laid down by the manufacturer of
the booster equipment, These In- dtructiorts are rarely followed
completely. The same treatment is
given all batteries and no atten
tion paid to the temperature of
the battery.
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Frozen Sea Foods

Frozen Foods

Grade A Beef
GOOD LINE OF GROCERIES

HOME GAS & EQUIPMENT
600 N. BULLARD

CO.

SILVER CITY, N. M.

ST.

FOR ALL YOUR BUTANE AND PROPANE NEEDS
Specializing In All Types of Heating Equipment
If It's Butane or Propane Equipment We Have It

PHONE 99

210

Broadway

212 W. Broadway
Silver City, N. M.
Phone 186

wwwwwvwvwwv

City..
State.

Variety of Notions in Stock
HIGGINS CONFECTIONERY
Ice Gream Sandwiches
Coffee Soda Fountain
Amsie Higglns Reserve
Ed

SWAPP'S SERVICE STA.
& GARAGE
Magnolia Products
Welding & Mechanic Work
Grease Jobs
Tires Repaired
Luna
"Turkey" Bradford

White House
WHERE

OUR COURTEOUS

CLERKS WILL HELP YOU

LEONARD & CLARK

SOLVE YOUR XMAS GIFT

MOTOR CO.

PROBLEMS

Silver City, New Mexico

Phone

125

PLYMOUTH
DE SOTO
PACKARD
WHITE TRUCKS
CASE FARM
EQUIPMENT
Sales and Service

jgi

..fa

White House
Silver City, N. M.

jendsJ

ft
W1
Another year has rolled around . . .;
1948. As we see it, this is another

BEAUTY SALON
Phone 90

and
ETHEL'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
115 Market
Phone 329
NEW
NEW
$10.00 HELENE CURTISS
COLD WAVES
Be Glamorous, try an Eyelash
and Eyebrow Dye.
We carry a complete stock of
Dermetics Fairel Destin, and
Revlon Line '
We specialize in Dermetic Facials.
Special service to out of town
Customers
Early and Late Appointments
For better service wirite or phone
for appointments.
.
New Mexico
Silver City

C. B MONROE

Name

Roher Service Station
Good Gulf Gas & Oil
New Mexico
Quemado
Arc & Acetylene Welding
Off. Brake
Light Inspection

1

Furniture

Address.

one-tent- h

Happy New Year

Electric Light Bills are Due the
First of Each Month. Payable no
later than the tenth, at
A. ROMERO'S RESIDENCE

Dear Sammy:
Enclosed please find $
as
my contribution to the Hospitalized Veterans Foundation's fight
against loneliness.

RUEBUSH BROS. SADDLERY
Handmade Saddles, Chaps, Boots
Belts, Leather Goods of All Kinds
SILVER CITY
NEW MEXICO

J. R. Clark, manager
of the
Moraine Box Plant near here is
driving a nifty new Mercury

opportunity to make new friends, and
to serve our old ones even better.
May we offer you our best wishes
for a truly Happy New Year.

W2

Silver City Auto
Supply Co.

BULLARD ST.

SILVER CITY, N.

M.

THE CATRON
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In NR (Nature's Remedy) Tablet
there are iw chemicals, no minerals,
e phenol derivatives. NR Tablets arc
different act different. Purely vegi-lab- lt
a combination of 10 vegetable

ingredients formulated over 50 yean
ago. Uncoated or candy coated, their
action is dependable, thorough, yet
gentle, as millions of NR't hare.
proved. Get a Z5f box. Use as directed.
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Get Well
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From Your Cough
Due to a Cold
Honey & Tar
O Cough Compound

CfB rV'C
I
lULt

Filler oil fieice with the AC "5.
Star Quality" Oil Filter. AC has
the only filter element with
glass cloth Collector Tube
Trap, to prevent oil pollution and engine
wear. One of
acid-pro-

10 big AC fea-

TO

Good Megchabdise
Can Be CONSISTENTLY Advertised
GOODS

the

hole of the pineapple

stuffing,

ful of mayonnaise.

to

2

pounds

star

of

fresh mushrooms,
sliced and sauteed in bacon drippings. The tarts may be made the
day ahead also; simply line individual pie tins with good pastry,
place in prepared mincemeat and
bake. For the hard sauce garnish,
use one recipe of hard sauce and
spread flat on an oblong tin. Chill
until firm and theTi cut out Chrisjs.
mas trees or stars with cookie cutter. Place garnish on tarts just before serving.
One simple type of red and green

to make

Ben-Ga-

rub-in-

Ben-Ga-

Also for Pain due to RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, and COLDS.
Ask for Mild
y
for Children.

WW TO

EASY

.ph
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E
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TOUCH ONLY
RIM OF FUSE.

I

"lwms5rJ(

cole slaw from

red cab- -

made from jellied cranberry
sauce. Flute cream cheese or may
onnaise from pastry tube on top of
star and then sprinkle with a few
chopped

nuts,

LYNN'S

CHRISTMAS

Hot Vegetable

MENU
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WARNING: Ntvar fry
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Glazed Onions
Broccoli
Browned Potatoes
Cranberry-Sta- r
Pineapple" Salad
Jellied Plum Pudding
Candies
Beverage
Recipe given.
Released by WNU Features.
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Juice

Appetizers
Rib Roast of Beef

Cheese-Sardin-

s'i&L

place a spoonTop this with a

a flashlight at top of steps, so
won't stumble. Using your
flashlight, examine each fuse to locate
"dead" one. When you replace a burned-ou- t
fuse, touch only its rim. Never use
a coin instead of a fuse.
Always have good fuses on hand. To
test a fuse, use an "Eveready" battery,
bulb (or bulb assembly), and wire--as
shown. If fuse is good, bulb will light.

KEEP

mmSWK:

n

-

Proof!. ..in the laboratory, in your own flashlight.

It may be caused by disorder of kidney function that per mi ta poison oui
waste to accumulate. For truly many
people feet tired, weak and miserable
when the ki ineys fail to remove excess
acids aod other waste matter from tbe

EVEREADY BATTERIES
OUTLAST ALL OTHER

blood
You

may suffer naming backache,
rheumatic pains, headachpi, dizziness,
(filing up nitfhts, leg pains, swelling
Sometimes frequent ana scanty urination with smarting and burning is another sign that something is wrung witb
the kidneys or bladder.
There should be no doubt that pfumpt
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use
lom'$ Hi lit It is better to rely on a
medicine that has won countrywide approval than on something leas favorably
known lonn'$ have been tried and tested many years Are si all drug stores
(let Joan's today

Ben-Ga-

gently-warmin-

well-chille- d

salad to use for the above dinner is

And Your Strength and
Energy Is Below Par

y
Rub in
for fast
soothing
relief from muscular soreness and pain.
cony
tains up to 22 times more methyl salicylate and
menthol famous
agents known to every
doctor than five other widely offered
Insist
on genuine
the original Baume Analgesique.

vega-table-

1

sOn

CHRISTMAS DINNER II.
Tomato Juice
Baked Ham with Orange-Cranberr- y
Garnish or
Roast Pork Shoulder with
Cinnamon Apples
Mashed Potato Nests with
Tiny Green Lima Beans
Red and Green Pear Salad
Tiny Corn Muffins Currant Jelly
Frozen Eggnog Ice Cream

Christmas dinner graces the table.
Usually, we overeat during the
holidays, so now it would be a good
plan to decide on
a sensible menu.
Yes, make it a bage. Set this in a salad bowl lined
feast, but select with whole leaves of freshly washed,
and prepare chilled spinach.
How to do: To make garnish for
foods that are not
too rich. One way ham, scoop out orange halves and
to do this is to scallop edges with a pair of shears,
take it easy on Fill with whole cranberry sauce.
the foods we If you are making cinnamon
should save
apples, cook 1 cup of cinnamon candies with 2 cups
eggs, sugar, flour and fats.
s
Plan salads that are light;
of water, 1 cup
that do not take heavy rich
sugar and a tew
sauces, and serve smaller portions
drops of red coof dessert. The family is pretty
loring. Cook small
well filled by the time they get to
peeled (but not
the last course.
cored) apples in
Start off with tangy juices that
syrup until a deep
are colorful, in place of rich soups,
pink. Drain and
and conserve on the trimmings.
chill.
A roast of beef dinner is in the
Potato nests may be made by
English tradition, and some of you fluting mashed potatoes into nests,
may like that best of all. To others Place on cookies sheet and run un
there's nothing like plump, tender der broiler flame. Lift onto platter
deep pink ham oozing juices through with pancake turner, then fill with
its crust of brown sugar and cloves; tiny, cooked and seasoned green
still others prefer a roast shoulder una beans.
For each serving of salad, use two
of pork, because roast suckling pig
in former times was a Yuletide
small pear halves. In one cavity
favorite.
place a scoop of green jelly, in the
Then, of course, there's roast tur- other, a scoop of red jelly. Serve
key, without which some would not on bed of crisp green with mayoa
feel it is really Christmas. Whatever naise.
your choice, here are suggestions
Eggnog Ice Cream.
among which you're certain to find
(Serves 6)
some real help.
2 cups rich milk
Yolks of 6 eggs
cup sugar
CHRISTMAS DINNER I.
Y4 teaspoon
salt
Hot Spiced Cider
2!4 cups heavy cream
Roast Turkey, Mushroom Stuffing
2 teaspoons vanilla
Fluffy Mashed Potatoes
Heat milk and pour slowly over
Giblet Gravy
the beaten egg yolks, stirring con
Turnips in Thin Cream
stantly. Add sugar and cook in top
Red and Green Salad
of double boiler until thickened ; add
salt. Strain, cool and beat until
Mincemeat Tarts
smooth. Fold in cream which has
Hard Sauce Garnish
been whipped and freeze until firm.
When partially frozen, beat again
How to do: Stuff the bird the day and add vanilla or
any desired flavbefore and place immediately in re
oring. Serve in sherbet glasses,
frigerator to chill.
sprinkled with rolled macaroon
Cook giblets and
crumbs and candied cherries.
chop and place in
Cranberry-Sta- r
Pineapple Salad.
a
bowl,
ready
pineArrange slices of
when you make
apple on a bed of lettuce. In the
the gravy. For
make a regular
bread dressing,
and to it add from

tures.

BUY ADVERTISED

Lynn Chambers

The big feast is almost at hand
and the cupboards are undoubtedly
even now groaning under the load
of goodies. The kitchen hag been
the scene of many a cooking ad
venture during the past few weeks,
but there's still lots to be done before

BRANDS

r

Brighter light, longer life! That's what
you get with "Eveready" brand batteries. Laboratory tests prove it. And the best "lab" of
all your flashlight proves it! That's why
"Eveready" batteries outsell all other brands
because they outlast all other brands!
The registered

"Gmeedy" dlitlngulihei

product of

CARBON COMPANY. INC.
30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

NATIONAL
Unit

of

'According

Union Carbidt fjfipl and Carbon Corporation
t tht "Gcntrsl-PurpObUnnlHwt Tft" of tb Anr1ciB 8tndirdl Aiiort
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Gay Tree Ornaments
Are Simple to Make

Character

Santa

Metronome in Prison to
Beat Convicts' Grapevine

dauioCeadi Otk en
No other Christmas symbol has
greater hold on the youth of the
world than the character of Santa
ST&GESCREl
He probably originated in
Claus.
Holland and was imported to AmerReleased by WNU Features.
ica by the early Dutch settlers.
While his character has been changed
By INEZ GERHARD
In different countries and
regions
is the first time
m
omc au
had a star uouDiei
for me," remarked a Holty mat came irum xiuuauu.
As St. Nicholas or San Nicolas,
wood stunt woman, as she
saint of children,
he is the
drew her full pay check and a Jovial, patron
portly person who has
went home without doing a found his way Into the hearts of
stroke of work. It happened by little folks and is cherished by
accident. The script of RKO's them lovingly. According to popu"Return of the Bad Men" lar myth, Santa Claus is supposed
called for Jacqueline White to fall to sweep down from the North drivoff a bolting horse at a certain spot. ing his reindeer hitched to a sleigh
She was riding calmly along when ladened with gifts for good chilher horse shied at a rabbit and dren. Possibly the character of
bolted
and off went Jacqueline, Santa Claus has descended from St.
right where she was supposed to. Nicholas, archbishop of Myra in the
Director Ray Enright approved the 4th century, who was known for his
scene, and that's how It happened charity to the children and his good
that the stunt woman got hill pay deeds generally.
for watching a star accidentally do
her work for her.

io
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Pattern No. 5642
ERE are some colorful Christ- mas tree ornaments that the
children will have fun making. The
cute angel on the tree top wears
from
the city,
developments
which provided it from areas
taken over for taxes and declared
"blighted." Rochester has no per- -

U

To obtain complete tracing patterns, Instruction drawings, crocheting direction!
full Instructions for nine ornaments on
Tree Trimming Time (Pattern No. 6642)
send 20 cents in coin, your name, address
number.
njDuepattern
to an unusually large demand and
current conditions, slightly more time la
required in filling orders for a few of the
most popular patterns.
Send your order to:

and

Our Favorite Trees
For Christmas

"One Sunday Afternoon," the play
which once was a Broadway hit,
will be filmed as a musical by CIR and spruce are the predoml-- 1
nating favorites among ChristWarner Bros., with Eleanor Parker
In one of the starring roles. Soon to mas trees. Balsam fir always has

No

20

This Home-Mixe- d
Cough Syrup Is

WNU-- M

51- -41

ELEANOR

be

PARKER

TO

in "The Voice of the
Turtle," she recently returned from
a European jaunt she represented
her bosses at the International Film

3

Efficient Calm trorfcs two tcaysi
X Helps remove film ...
bring out
all the natural lustre of your
smile.

2 A special

ingredient in Caloi
encourages regular massage...
which has a tonic effect on gums
;.. helps makes them firm and
rosy.Toae up your smile. ..with
Caloxl

Mad$ in famous McKlssom taboratorUs,
113 ytart 9 pbarmactutKal know-botLna

tributor,
Comolete tractor and Industrial enain
rebuilding. wire or
"Write,
phone your order to
WESTERN MOTOR RE BUILDERS, INC.
"Denver's Motor Speolttlifta'
145 Broadway, Denver, Colo. KEyetene till
AS PURE AS MONEY CAM BUY

MPS?

a job for "Cumy'Qtid

"Minty'

MENTHOLATUM TWINS
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MENTHOLATUM

When biting raw winds cut lips,
leave them dry and cracked and so
painful it even hurts to smile-quiC- Ki comcall for Mentholatum, containing
forting Camphor and minty Menthol.
These tamoua Mentnoiauim mareu- -

Bluii
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moisture. Soon smarting pain leaves,
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ALSO

STUFFINESS,

RELIEVES
TIGHTNESS.
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IRRITATION
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to find a tree as high as Faith,
as eternal as Hope, and as wide
spread as Love, and which bore the
Sign of the Cross on every bough.
They brought back the balsam fir.
Three varieties of spruce, blue,
white or Norway, also are big sellers in the tree markets.
If your tree is neither fir nor
Wanda Hendrix, who recently ap- spruce, you may have some variety
of pine or cedar. Almost any everpeared in Paramount's "My Own
True Love," received an authentic green makes a Christmas tree, the
Chinese formal dress from Audife species being dictated largely by
Murphy, the young war hero. If that where you live. In Colorado folks
isn't a real romance it's certainly a use the lodgepole pine because the
firs grow too high up in the mounreasonable facsimile!
tains to- be cut and shipped easily.
Tennessee uses white cedar, and in
Columbia's choicest male role of California you
may even get a red.
the year, the lead opposite Rita wood.
Hayworth In "The Loves of Carmen" went to Glenn Ford. With
Charles Vidor directing, the team
Used
which made the very successful
"Gilda" is reunited.

VOU

mile again. Get Mentholatum today.

Norman Corwin, known for his
skill and originality as a radio
dramatist, will write the screen play
for "All the King's Men." He has
collaborated on two screen origi
nals, but has never before written a
screen play for Hollywood.

sultry French accents, of
"Renee" on "Duffy's Tavern" be
long to Veola Vonn, a character
actress who at one time or another
has been featured on practically
every top Hollywood comedy show.
In private life the attractive Veola
The

CALOX

thatSt

Festival at Brussels.

Firecrackers
At Christmas Time

change to
for the tonic efyect
on your smile

t,

....

CHAPPED

Quid,

seen

aH

as....

as low

model

$107.75;
h.
$113.45
'33-'DODGE
Plymouth . . $114.15
AND
118.45
Dodge
PLYMOUTH
bore . . 140.41
All orlces list exchanse Dlua Federal
excise tax f.o.b. Denver. Immediate delivery on moat motora and guaranteed
same as new. Motors shipped on deposit
prior to receipt of old motor.
Comnlete automoUve machine shop services. Crankshaft exchange kits. Complete
cos- line new motor parts, Mcwuay-Norri- s

holiday-wrappe-
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J
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Most Effective

Pinex Is Dependable!

i

1

tfll

85 h. p. $109.79;
h. p. $118.35
CHEVROLET list exchange,
tQQ AR

rich-tastin- g

1

I

' MVILtOW

X.

FACTORY REBUILT MOTORS
Cars Trucki Tractors
FORD list exchange, model "A"
Rfl
OliU
and B, as low as

I

the

cents for Pattern.

Cough medicines usually contain a
large quantity of plain syrup a good
Ingredient, but one which you can
easily make at home. Take 2 cups of
granulated sugar and 1 cup of water,
and stir a few moments until dissolved. Or use corn syrup or liquid
coney, Instead of sugar syrup.
Then get from any druggist 2tt
ounces of Pinex, pour It Into a pint
bottle, and All up with your syrup.
This gives you a full pint of wonderful
medicine for coughs due to colds. It
makes a real saving because It gives
you about four times as much for
your money. Never spoils. Tastes fine.
This Is actually a surprisingly effective, quick-actin- g
cough relief.
Swiftly, you feel It taking hold. It
loosens the phlegm, soothes the Irritated membranes and makes breathing easy. You've never seen anything
better for quick and pleasing results.
Pinex Is a special compound of
proven Ingredients, in concentrated
form, a most reliable soothing agent
for throat and bronchial Irritations.
Money refunded If It doesn't please
you In every way.

If you are looking for ways to
stretch your Christmas budget
here's good news Make a list of
all the smokers you know and give
them either of these two popular
gift items featured by your local
dealer
a carton of flavorful
Camel Cigarettes or a pound tin
of mild, mellow Prince Albert
Smoking Tobacco. Both gifts come
ready to give. The Camel carton
comes in a colorful holiday dress,
containing 200 mild,
cigarettes. And Prince Albert the
National Joy Smoke is offered in
the popular full pound container.
Even a cafd is unnecessary for
these gifts space is provided for
a personalized Christmas greeting.
You'll be "tickled pink" when you
see the hearty reception your
d
friends will give
Camels and Prince Albert! Adv.

been an American favorite. The
story goes that the Lord sent three
messengers Faith, Hope and Love

SEWING CIRCLE NEEDLEWORK
530 South Wells St.
Chicago 7, 111.

Enclose

Some prisons throughout the
world have metronomes operating
in the corridors outside the solitary
confinement cells so that the convicts in them will be prevented,
by the constant ticking, from communicating with one another by
means of tapped-ou- t
messages.

is Mrs. Hanley Stafford, wife of the
harried "Daddy" for whom "Baby
Snooks" makes life miserable.
ODDS AND ENDS If Marie Wilson of "My Friend Irma" ever decides
to go lo Mother she won't have to go
far; her mother lives fust 20 feet away
from Marie's house. . . . Ray Milland
wants to sell his new British
auto, because it is too small for
his long frame which makes one wonder why he failed to notice that in the
first place. . . . A new format will be
developed on the CBS Robert Q. Lewis
show. . . . And Jack Carson may turn
"Village Store" into a straight variety
show, though the networks are jammed
vitb them already

some southern communities
firecrackers and other fireworks
are used at Christmas time. Fire
crackers had their origin in the Or!
ent, probably in China. During the
14th century they were introduced
into Italy and used on Saints' days,
at Christmas and other religious fes
tivals. The custom spread to Spain,
France and other Latin countries.
Our southern communities bor
rowed the custom of shooting of!
fireworks on Christmas and New
Year from the inhabitants of Latin
The fact that the New
colonies.
England Puritans frowned on the
practice while the Cavaliers of Virginia did not object to it, helped to
fix the custom in the south.
It is seldom that the practice is to
be found in the northern states, or
in other countries except the Latin
countries. As the practice of firecrackers has been dying down on
the Fourth, also accounts for it being neglected on Christmas.
In

"Hmm...Nevt Kind Tire Chains!"
See those chevron marks in the tire chain tracks. They
come from the V bars that stop skids most effectively
on snow or ice. Yes, these are the new Weed American
V
Tire Chains our latest development for safe winter driving. They give you
Grip, Right and Left
Action
288 Gripping Points
3
Shorter
4 Start Easier
5 Stop
7 Last Longer
4 Hold Straighter
I

2

Two-Wa-

y

Heel-and-T-

More than a new tire chain Weed V Bars are a
new idea in traction Ask for them by name.
AMERICAN CHAIN

CABLI

COMPANY,

INC

.

Mew

V BAR
(WEED
TIRE CHAINS
I

L

Jtf0

iBiufrY""5fti

THE CATRON COUNT

The U. S. Department of Agriculture has announced a recomnational

mended

flock

laying

Foundation's

on

Aim to Make
Vets Happier

expected to provide 375 eggs per

exceed prewar

eggs

per

consumption by

capita.

LORENE'S
Special

BEAUTY SHOP
Gift Certificates

for

Xmas

Dermetlcs and Revlon Line
Phone 102
SprlngervllI, Ariz.

PAT'S ONE STOP
MARKET
Fresh and Cured Meats
A Complete Line of Groceries
Fresh Fruit & Vegetables, Eggs
Reserve, N. M.

77

POULTRY TIPS

AOS

FOR SALE--193Plymouth tudor
sedan. New tires. Body in fair
condition. Motor overhauled. Pric
ed to sell quick $450. See Pablo
Romero at the Esther Cash Store
in Reserve.
6

January 1, 1948, of 420 million
hens and pullets, which would be
capita for domestic consumers,
the same as the high rate of consumption this year. This would

CLASSIFIED

NKW8

RESERVE FILLING
STATION
E.
E.
Anderson
By
"Dutch" Tinney, Owner
Extension Poultry Specialist
Lee
Philiipg Gasoline . Oils
Spot the loafers in your poultry
Tires Air Water Service
flock, and eat, can or sell them, Reserve
New Mex.
but don't feed them!

I fyou're In the poultry business
know that fresh eggs mean
you
FOR SALE; Good Milch cow, half
4 years quality, and quality means higher
and
half
durham.
jersey
America has not forgotten, nor
for your
product. Don't
G and
W Variety prices,
will it ever forget, the 125,000 more old. Inquire
keep eggs loose in baskets or
D4 2tp
or less permanent patients in veter- Store, Reserve, N. M.
crates for extended periods.
ans hospitals through the nation.
That noble intent, held by grate- For Sale: Pure bred hereford bulls
Laying hens and growing chicks
ful citizens everywhere, has crys yearlings and new two year olds.
need a constant supply of calcium.
tallized into concrete and dynamic These bulls are
range raised, they It can be
action during 1947 with establishsupplied in the form of
will please you.
D114tp
ment on a country-wid- e
scope of
oyster shell, calcite, or high grade
Gene Pugh, Springerville, Ariz,
the Hospitalized Veterans Foundalimestone.
tion, Inc.
A 40 to 60 watt bulb gives all the
THREB REGISTERED wirehair-eIt is a
Born in
organization.
Foxterriers, 6 weeks old, ready light needed to candle eggs. If a
a spirit of thankfulness and altrufor Xmas presents. Also weened reflector is used, a 10 or 15 watt
to provide
ism, it is designed
and
gilts, Osbourne, Lone bulb is enough.
greater comfort and happier hours pigs
for men and women for whom the Pine Orchard, Glennwood, N. M.
The hen that lays is the hen
war will never end.
2tp that pays. Close culling of flocks
Vetthe
Specifically,
Hospitalized
will prevent your feeding grain to
erans Foundation will furnish
FOR SALE: Thirteen young mules
Individual bedside radio receiv- well broke. Also two saddle hors- hens that aren't paying for their
ing sets of types best suited to the es 5
years old cow wise. Billy keep.
patients' needs;
Kiehne
Reserve N. M.
eggs in
network
Don't, pack
and transcribed
Special
radio shows designed particularly
4tp the egg crae.-h- ey
may break. Use
for their entertainment;
them at home.
for
Television sets, phonographs and New and Used typewriters
To conserve
s
equipment to meet sale. Service on all makes
grain,
their special entertainment requireand adding machines. place alfala hay in a rack in the
ments;
us a card poultry house and put the birds
Ceiling projectors for book read- Trips to Reserve. Write
on the range whenever possible.
- 212
ing by
heroes; late pho- or send machine - Hefley's
Good range will save a lot of grain
nograph recording releases; 16 mm Arizona st.. Silver City, N. M.
next summer.
projectors and films; other equipment which may be requested from
time to time by chaplains at vetIT'S EGGS & MILK PER BAG
erans' hospitals;
Traveling theatrical units to tour OF FEED THAT COUNT. Purina
SHOUGH'S GROCERY
the wards after the wartime
Chows and "Reliable" Brand Feed
DRY GOODS
Show organization is disPurina Concentrates)
with
(made
banded on December 31.
Silver
Texaco
FARMERS
City
MARKET,
Gas and Oils
The Foundation is in able hands
016-4t- c
to fill the needs of more than 140 N. M.
New Mexico
Quemado
veterans' hospitals
and homes
the
which
country,
throughout
lovely cold
SHAPING,
treated so far in 1947 more than HAIR
needs.
500,000 veterans
about 125,000 of waves; all your beauty
Garthenias
these permanent or
Beauty Salon; Hotel
Magdalena, Magdalena, N. Mex.
It was incorporated early in 1947
D4 4tc
by a group of prominent businessmen, industrialists, educators, vetsomeerans' leaders and top personalities LOST: A 116 Kodak camera
of stage, screen and radio. The re- where between Reserve and Apa
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
sult is a balanced, efficient operache Creek. It has film in it. Re.,
tion.
W.
Mrs.
P
ward to the finder.
GROCERIES
Local chapters of the Foundation T.vtio Ttnx 152 Resereve .
tfc
have already been established in a
dozen major states from New York
DRY GOODS
to California. Other state chapters
SUBSCRIBE TO THE
will be formed as suitable outstandReserve, New Mexico
can be
CATRON COUNTY NEWS
ing volunteer personnel
brought together.
Nobody but the hospitalized veterans benefit in any way from the
Caterpillar Diesel Engines
Foundation activities. No officer,
director or member receives comDependable . Economical
pensation for his work. These
BOB JACKSON
N6-tf- c

WVWWVWWAAWW
DRULEY'S

NEW MEXICO

Sb Ob Sb
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

over-size- d

QUEMADO TAVERN

record-playin-

KOOMS
CAFE
On Highway 60
Quemado, New Mexico

BAR

g

BOOKS

much-neode- d

type-writer-

PHONORAPH
RECORDS

--

n

FOOD

SILVER CITY,

d

t,

GOOD

JUST

Sliver City, N. M.

016-17t-

K. CLEAN Klt.S
Sprlngervllle, Ariz.
Spotting and Dry Cleaning
Courteous and Prompt Sorvice
O.

Our Policy
Mall Orders Accepted
JEAN I'UGH, Prop.

TEXACO SERVICE
STATION

Everything For Your Car
Datil, N.
G. L. Sickles

Jones & Scott

M.

NACONA
COWBOY BOOTS

of

One
$19.59

the

Best

and $29.60

Borenstcins
STORE

DEPARTMENT
Since

USO-Cam- p

men and women conof time and
generously
effort to provide greater comfort
and happier hours for the nation's
living martyrs.
Every contribution, donation and
gift is deposited to the credit of the
Foundation in the American National Bank & Trust Co., 33 North
La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

Gila Valley Co.

tribute

Gila, New Mexico

TODAY'S TIP

PETERS SHOES (exclusive)

IIOMEMAKERS
...For
For chicken fricassees and stews.

GENERAL

LINE OF DRY

GOODS

YARD

PRINTS,

FLANNELS

GOODS
AND

chicken pies, etc., use mature
chickens which are in good supply
and which are being culled from
the flocks and marketed to save
feeding them grain.
Citizens Food CommilUt

BLANKETS

Parts

CLARK COURTS
Silver City
Supplies

BOONE'S MERCANTILE
General Merchandise
Gas and Oil
Dealer for International Trucks
Quemado, New Mexico
,

PLAY

5,000

PHONOGRAPH

2,000

NEEDLES

SHOP
EL SOL THEATER BLDG
1
Silver City, N. M.'

Phone

Flowers and Gifts

VEGETABLES
CUSTOMER

RIGHT

Norcross anad Hallmark
Greeting Cards

HMBKaaal

Western Xinus Cards

LUSK FLOWER
and Gift Shop

Paul R. Gantz

Silver City, N.

M.

HAPP
NEW YE
I

tit

W.al

9

Agee Drug Store
NEW MEXICO

SILVER CITY

Phone 22

FRESH MEAT AND

IS ALWAYS

Repairing
10,000

irited

1892

Silver City, N. M.
C. O. D. Orders Filled

WHERE THE

Radio

FRANKLIN VACCINES
and

SUPPLIES
We carry

a Complete Line

of Cos.

metics and Drugs
Mail Orders Filled on All
Merchandise.

As the years come and go we can count
our friends in ever increasing numbers.
We like to think that neither luck nor
chance accounts for this, but that the
answer lies in pubhc recognition of our
to give our customers
determination
superiori service and value at all times.

Here

is

hoping that you may all enjoy

AMOSTHAPPYNEWYEAR

Jeweler
PHONE 96
SILVER CITY,
NEW

The

MEXICO

Store

with

FOXWORTH GALBRA1TH LUMBER CO.
COMPLETE LINE OF BUILDING MATERIALS
INCLUDING BUILDERS' HARDWARE
AND PITTSBURG PAINTS

an

Established Reputation
714 N.

Billiard Street

Silver City, N. M.

Becker Mercantile
Company
(Incorporated)
Springerville, Arizona

CATRON

THE

COUNTY NEWS

Information onBaby's Health, Food, Bath,
Training and Development Given in Booklet

Football's Major Arpment

Optical Illusion

No one yet knows1 exactly why
size of an object appears to
the
training
and development brings with it a vary with the angle of the eyea.
the moon on the
set of rules
things to avoid but For instance,
take your advice from your doctor horizon shrinks to half its apparent size when viewed by a person
or from a child expert.
Don't pick up baby to show him off to with his head between his legs
visitors after he has gone to bed. Don't looking at it upside down.
with
habit of
let

each stage

of your child's

leave much margin. .There an too
many outside factors to consider
such as time, experience and
versatility.
A great football back should be
able to run, pass, block and tackle
the baby get the
sleeping
the final word.
especially tackle
the bottle. Don't take baby out In the eveMake Coing To Sleep
ning to the movies or tor a ride. Don't
Only top rankers can block and
aVIFllf that makes folks
leave the baby alone in the house at any
tackle. Football Is studded with
Cood Habit For Baby
time.
sleep all night!
ball carriers, the passers and ball carriers. It Isn't
You will want to know about proper
Thousands now sleep undisturbed berausa f
to
how
the
passers and the studded with blockers and tacklers.
conditions,
get
sleeping
baby
the news that their being- awakened night after
used to sleep routine, what to do when he
11
.
night nwhl be from bbddtr irrxtatvm, not ths
pass receivers, This is an unselfish Job. Ask any
cries. See our Reader Service booklet
kidneyt. Let's hope sol That's a eoodition Foler
thisl
Don't
do
do
that!
who are usually coach.
203.
No.
food.
trainP)ON'T
bath,
Baby's health,
Pills usually allay within 24 hours. Since bladder irritation is so prevalent and Foley Fills ao
out in the open,
Every mother knows the con- ing and development.
In the argument that concerns the stant stream of "don'ts" that caspotent. Foley Pills must benefit you within 34
who supply most
Send 25 cents In coin for "Baby Care" to
hours or DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK.
test. Get Foloy Pills from drugMake
,
of the color and best backs of the year we can take cade on her from every side from Weekly Newspaper Servlee, 243 West 17th
i. i
St.. New York 11, N. Y. Print name, adgist. Full satisfaction, or DOUBLE YOUB
action in any you to the South and the Southwest. relatives and friends It's true that dress, booklet title
and No. 203.
MONEY BACK.
The deep South insists that Congame. The men
who are Just as erly of Mississippi and Gilmer of
who Alabama are two of the outstand
important,
have to handle ing stars. Many scouts that I reBrennao
the brunt of con spect rank both over Layne of Texas
and Walker of S.M.U. Gilmer can
flict, usually are overlooked.
For this reason, the football cam- pass, run, block and tackle. He is
paign of 1947 is almost an exact an amazing football player who
duplicate of other years. The head- weighs about 158 pounds.
lines and the laurels are going to
Now equally smart football playthe backs, to the passers and the ers write me that Walker of S.M.U.
i'.l receivers. It is difficult to recall a and
Layne of Texas belong with any
season where so many .backs have top four. Layne is a brilliant passdrawn this
"He er. Walker, a sophomore, can do
citation
lan't be left off anybody's
everything a coach wants.
team."
But three coaches from the South
What they forget, as far as any
backfleld selection is con- west write me that Smackover
cerned, is this you can't put 15 or Clyde Scott,' formerly with Navy, Is
back than
SO men Into four
pairs of cleated a better
Layne or Walker. Be Is a star on
shoes.
a weak ball club, who has ploked
Here are Just a few ol the men
more ground than either Layne
who "can't be left off": Lujaok of up
or Walker.
Notre Dame, Layne of Texas, WalkThen word comes .from off the
er of 8.M.U., Conerly of Mississippi,
...sijs
Scott of Arkansas, Minlsl of Penn- trail that Ray Evans of Kansas outsylvania, Brennan of Notre Dune, classes Conerly, Scott, Layne, Walk
Evans of Kansas, Chappuis and El- er or Gilmer. Evans has had four
liott of Michigan, Self and Gira'd or five brilliant years of college and
f Wisconsin, Cloud of William and army football. All the Kansan can
cleaning action of a plowshare. The tapered
CHAMPION FARMER BUERMAN uses
Mary, a fine fullback, McCardle do is run, pass, kick, block and
Ground Grips on
openings between the bars throw out mad
Champion
and Doll of Southern California, Gil- tackle. The pros want him more
and trash. Connected bars don't bend, wipe
his
because
clean
knows
he
tractors,
they
mer of Alabama, Bailey of Virginia, than anyone else.
and wear like the bars on broken center
more effectively, pull up to
Burns of Rutgers, Nadherny of Tale,
up to 100
tires. And because "the bars are connected,
Bossldes of Colombia, Taliaferr of Other Headliners
62
more, last up to 91 longer, and roll
the tire rolls along in smooth, continuous
Indiana and too many others t be
In the meanwhile, there is Min-ismoother
over
highways.
mentioned.
contact with the highway.
of Pennsylvania who also has
This superiority is based on patent rights
In any event, here are '21 fine had four or five big years passer,
Be sure to specify Firestone Champion
which permit only Firestone to build tractor
backs rated high in the nation's ball carrier, blocker and star defenGround Grips when you order your new
tires with connected curved traction bars.
ranking. There are other unlisted sive back. Also a fellow known as
or when you buy replacement
tractor
nominations from the Northwest. Johnny Lujack of Notre Dame
a
Curved bars are stronger . . . like a curved
tires for your present equipment. They'll
Each section sees only its stars in big factor at Notre Dame four searoof. They're braced . . . like a corner fence
action and knows what these stars sons ago who can pass or run and
pull more . . . last longer . . . and they'll
can do, with little knowledge of stars who happens to be probably the best
cost no more than ordinary tires.
post. They cut into the soil with the cleaving,
defensive back in football today.
from other sections.
Uitn 10 lb Volet ol Kmmm
Copyrliht, 1MT, The Firestone Tint A Rubber O).
Fritz Crisler of Michigan admits
ffy Mondsy ntnint ovtr NBC
The Local Viewpoint
that Chappuis has been his main
This is only natural. You watch factor on offense: Running and
FIFTY TONS OF CHERRIES! That is the average annual
a Conerly, a Gilmer, a Layne, a passing. Cloud of William and Mary
harvest of Champion Farmer Morris Buerman, Sodus, New
is
the
In
best
fullback
the
an
York. His apple trees annually bear 12,000 bushels, and his
a
probably
from
Scott
the
Walker,
Evans,
peach trees, 1200 bushel. As "The Voice of Cherry Growers"
South and the Southwest alone, and country. Few even know his name.
on a series of radio broadcasts, Champion Farmer Buerman
you feel quite certain that anyone He is 212 pounds of Doc Blanchard.
contributed much to increase the market demand for cherries,
of these is the star back in the counThe pros will come up with some
and to encourage growers to improve production methods ans!
try. And you may be right, then unknown from an unknown team
produce better quality fruit. The National Cherry Growers
not
be right Maybe who will outclass many of these I
again you may
Association is an outgrowth of his local association In which he
ao one will be right.
have mentioned. They merely never
has been extremely active. As a leader In production, as well as
level
The high
of class doesn't had the chance to prove their stuff.
marketing methods, Champion farmer buerman naturally
prefers rirestone Tires for his equipment.
By GRAN TL AND BICE
Few ever pay any particular at
tentlon to the center, a star guard
r a brilliant tackle. Few ever fix
an eagle eye on a smashing block'
big back.
The crowds, and this also In
cludes most of the football writers,
.are watching the
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MAHONEY
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ALL BUT ONE ARE WITHDRAWN
lL V WMCH
THAT HORSE TO WALK THE
IvVOL. LEAVING
DISTANCE, HAPPENED TWICE IN

i,riX.
Ul
F

wJCy

6. STYMIE AT SARATOGA,
AUG.3I (SARATOGA CUP)
THE
VaJWDCASACAMARAIN
DIAMOND PING STAKES
AT LONG BRANCH, ONT,
OCTOBER 26.

XS.

ye,

i

t

i

THERE'S A
FIRESTONE
TIRE FOR
EVERY WHEEL

THAT ROLLS
L
fuiJAROLD

GOLF CAN BE DANGEROUS.
MEANS, PLAYING AT SYRACUSE.

N.T.,OWWb Al IHt CALL, SLIHFtU
ON THE WET GRASS AND FELL...
ENDED UP WITH A 100 YARD DRIVE
AND A FRACTURED LEG.

3

CXfC flARtEy,

HALFBACK
OHIO STATE IN
PLAYED
LOSING GAMES. THE FIRST IN
M)I4 WHEN COLUMBUS EAST HIGH LOST TO
COLUMBUS NORTH AND THE SECOND IN
1919 WHEN ILLINOIS BEAT
THE BUCKEYES.
FROM

IN ONLY

2

L

ON YOUR
FARM

if

DEtUXI CHAMPION
PASSINOta

TSANSPOai
ItUCK

THE

v
J

It

w
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Nov 26th Rel...
Looking Ahead
THE UNITED NATIONS is a
young organization. It was formed about two years ago and now
comprises 65 nations. During the
past year, it is said, the different
divisions have held a total of
meetings. The chief avowed
purposes are to bring peace to the
world and to prevent starvation
as an aftermath of the war. Great
sums of money have been used to
provide food for peoples that are
considered destitute.
At first it was thought that
be the critical year
and every effort was made to get
people through that year. Now,
we are approaching the winter of
1947. Some reports say there will
be more hunger this winter than
last. From various countries in
Europe the reports show no improvement. It would seem there
is enough power and strength in
55 nations to help this muddled
world get somewhere. And surely, enough money has been spent
to help those hungry nations to
begin feeding themselves.
1946 would

V

HAROLD RI'SSFXL, famous Inn.lloss war veteran who charges
America is forgetting it? s
permanently in hospitals, can
do virtually everything with his
"
but tie his tie.
"meat-hooks-

His wife. Rita, smilingly obliges

Happy New Year
Dealers

Exclusive

of Phllco

1

MffJ
'"4

Radios and Refrigerators

Water Well Equipment
Building Supplies
New Mexico

GLENWOOD

ELMO THOMPSON, Prop.
AMERICAN AND SPANISH
STYLE DISHES
Regular Breakfasts, Luncheons
and Dinners
Best Coffee In the West
Reserve, New Mexico

GOSSIP

Dallas Aired is home with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Aired.
Dallas will return to A&M after
the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. John
Bradshaw
children of Albuquerque are spend
ing the Christmas holidays with
Mrs .Biadshaw's parnts, Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Jones.

LA SIERRA CAFE LOBBY
We Carry a Good Line of

Electrical

Ford Parts

&

Car

and

Supplies

Accesorles

GOODYEAR

TIRES

Home Radios

Sprlngervllle, Ariontt

THE LAUNDRY

CATRON
ICO

ally speaking. Though we are
madf up of states and other kinds
of gioups, we have shown appreciation

tals

CATRON
COUNTY
ABSTRACT AND TITLE CO.
Juno P, Overson
Ove E. Overson

Reserve, N. M.

DOES ITS 15EST FOR FAST SERVICE

ROUND VALLEY LAUNDRY
J.;e Hudliury, Prop.
SrIiigo:vi!l.) - Eajrer, Arizona
THREE (3) DAY SERVICE IF DESIRED
I'iclt.up and Delivery
Bring Laundry to tho CATKON COUNTY NEWS OFFICE
Reserve, New Mexico

NOTICE

Probate

IN THE DISTRICT

for the same fundamenof democratic living.

Three

WHAT IS true of the
United Nations as a
whole is true of nations
individually. If we are going to
continue to be a prosperous and
healthy republic, we too must
have unity of purpose. Workers,
managers, industrialists, farmers,
we must all keep our
educators
purposes controlled in the direction of full unity,
If one group wants to destroy
the capitalist, and another wants
to destroy labor unions, these are
at cross purposes, If one group
wants to eliminate private ownership of property, and another
group wants to preserve Constitutional government, these also are
working at cross purposes. If we
have everybody working at cross
'purposes, then conditions in our
country will grow worse rather
than better.
Goals

It is imperative that the en
tire nation be united on fundamentals. It is necessary that all

groups work for certain goals.
Right now, I would like to suggest three goals we can all
achieve together. First, economy
in
spending so rigid
the public can see that money is
saved.
a program
Second,
being
of maximum productivity that can
attract the enthusiasm of capital,
management, labor, agriculture.
Third, a rededication of all our
groups to preserve individual
freedom for the entire nation.
With this kind of unity right now,
in 1947, no one need fear for the
future prosperity and
of our nation.

COUNTY,

COURT OP
NEW MEX-

IN THE MATTER OF THE)
LAST WILL AND TESTA )
MENT
)

OP
)
ADOLPH GOESLING, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned were on the 1st day of
December, 1947, duly appointed
of the Will and Es.
tate of Adolph Goesllng, deceased,
by the District Court
of Catron
County, New Mexico, and having
qualified as such
all persons having claims
against
the estate of said decedent are
hereby notified and required to
present the same to the undersigned In the manner and within
the time prescribed by law.
Dated this 2nd day of December,

1947.

Louise Goesllng
Alfred Henry Goesllng
John Fredrick Goesllng
Executors
Dec.l8.25Janl,8
S

BEN ROGERS
Ranches and Town Property
Dealer In Real Estate
Box 195
Reserve, N. M.

Automotive Parts and Repairs
PHELPS MOTORS
Goodrich Tires & Tubes
Conoco Products
Mrs. Geo. B. Phelps
Reserve

well-bein-

G and W VARIETY

STORE

of New Mexico ers: Remove fancy buttons, shoulA&M College Is home with his par- der pads, and other extras. Take
Across from the Courthouse
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Ford of measurements or trace outline beReserve, New Mexico
White Water Lodge for the Christ, fore fashing. Wash in lhkewarm
mas holidays. Quentin was recent- water, using mild soap. Squeeze
of Lambda suds through the fabric. Don't
ly elected president
rub or twist. Rinse at least twice
Chi Fraternity.
RESORT THEATRE
in clear, lukewarm water. Support
sweater when wet. Squeeze water A. V.
WISE BUYING AND GOOD
Romero, Mgr. Reserve, NJJL
out and ,rub or roll in a turklsh
CARE INSURE LONG LIFE
towel.
Unroll
SATURDAY
and
and SUNDAY . . .
immediately
FOR SWEATERS
ease back to
JANJUARY 3 original- - measureSweaters are an Important item ments. Dry in an airy place, but
in the wardrobe of every mem not over direct heat.
Coupletely dry sweatees should
ber of the household, from baby
to grandfather.
To protect the in. be folded and stored in drawers
than hung on hangers.
vestmen in these knitted wear- - rather
aples, Miss Rheya Boyles, state Sweaters may be pressed lightly
Linda Darnell and Comel Wilde
extension clothimg specialist, jof-er- s with a damp cloth when dry.
some pointers on the selection
and care of sweaters.
Becoming- - color and easy fit are
important considerations, In ad
dition to careful examlnaton of the
label, when purchasing a sweater.

Quentin Ford

LAWRENCE F. STERN, president
of Chicago's American National
Bank & Trust Co., serves without
salary as treasurer of the Hospitalized Veterans Foundation

CAFE

Unit Of THE ANSWER is not
Purpose hard to find. The
United Nations has
not demonstrated real unity of
purpose. Even the leaders among
the 55 nations have worked at
rross purposes. Each nation has
been intent upon achieving certain objectives of its own. This
is as true of the Big Four as
it is of the smaller nations.
of purpose and intention. The
most I can get out of this present situation, however, is an important lesson for our own country. In America we have found
a good measure of unity, historic

Hardware and Furnture

LA

v

It is my hope that in some way
the United Nations may find unity

THE EXCHANGE

Queniado

No. 9

By GEORGE S. BENSON
President ol Harding College
Searcy, Arkansas

-

,

EXECUTORS'

Need For Unity

50lK

.

'

CATRON" COTTNT TOTWS

Forever

Amber'

Fiber content, and directions for
care, given on the label, may mean
the difference between long life
and little wear.
Since cotton, (rayon and nylon
do not tend to mat as felt or wool
does, a small amount of these fl
gers blended with wool helps to
protect a sweater against exces
slve shrinkage.
Rubbing hard by hand, squeez.
ing for a long time, washing too
long in a washing" machine, or
tight knitting may cause shrinkage. To prevent fading, rinse thoroughly and remove excess moisture from sweaters after washing.
Drp as quicklp as possible.
Miss Boyles suggests the follow
ing washing procedure for sweat
SUBSCRIBE TO THE
CATRON COUNTY NEWS

HAnmcfT

FAA
YEARN
M

1948: mm
mm
HAPPY NEW YEAR,
EVERYBODY!
We

know

of

no

better

way to begin the New Year

than by

extending our thanks to our friends for their generous patron-

DATIL HARDWARE CO.
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
See Us For Your Hardware Needs
George Howell, prop.

Bud Fink
SALES and SERVICE
rhone

2

RADIO

REPAIRS

We hope that we can be of

still

greater service to

you in 1948, and may the best of everything be yours!
Ariz.

Springervllle,

APPLIANCES
Datdl, N. M.

age.

&

MAX WINTERS, Rep.

Friedman Bendelin Co.
EL PASO, TEXAS
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